Supplementary Figure 1: Medline(Ovid) strings
n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Serrablo 2016
"defined according to the Lunevicius criterion, as the presence of a perilesional fibrous reaction >= 0.5 mm around the entire contour of the lesion."
"The factor 'tumour growth type' (infiltrative or expansive) has previously been described by our group, and hypoxic or non hypoxic were evaluated as two different 'growth patterns' "
The factor "tumour growth type" (infiltrative or expansive) has previously been described by our group, and hypoxic or non hypoxic were evaluated as two different "growth patterns"
Eefsen 2015a "characterised with a collagen rim surrounding the metastatic tumour cells"
"expansive growth of the tumour cell and flattening surrounding hepatocytes"
"characterised by an infiltrative growth where tumour and hepatocytes grow side by side."
Brunner 2014 presence of a "fibrotic capsule"
Pinheiro 2014 n/a "the tumor's edges expanded, pushing the adjacent liver tissue reasonably well circumscribed or involved by a thin capsule."
"'when the tumor spread freely through the surrounding tissue, dissecting between normal hepatocytes in an effortless fashion, usually unoppsoed by any form of inflammatory host response"
Wiggans 2012
"paucicellular collagenous band present between the tumour cells and the adjacent hepatocytes, which measured at least 0.1 mm in thickness."
n/a n/a
Nyström 2012
"The expression intensity and the patterns of stromal collagens were graded as 0=no expression, 1=mild to moderate expression, and 2=strong expression. The expression intensity in CRC was graded both in the desmoplastic reaction (DR) and in the immediate vicinity of the cancer cell"
"Tumour cells were separated from the normal liver parenchyma by merely a thin rim of collagen and with only a mild inflammatory infiltrate present. " n/a 
Weber 2001
"Existence of pseudocapsule was established if metastatic tumor was completely surrounded by fibrous tissue"
"When microtubular cancer nests or microscopic cluster of undifferentiated cancer cells were detected ahead of the invasive front with moderate or severe intensity, the type of tumor progression at the tumor edge was diagnosed as infiltrative [...] . When these nests did not exist or were detected with very mild intensity, the type of tumor progression was diagnosed as expansive..."
"When microtubular cancer nests or microscopic cluster of undif-ferentiated cancer cells were detected ahead of the invasive front with moderate or severe intensity, the type of tumor progression at the tumor edge was diagnosed as infiltrative..."
Lunevicius 2001
The degree of fibrotic tissue layer between the periphery of metastatic nodules and the hepatic parenchyma was graded based on the thickness of fibrotic bundles. A fibrotic bundle at the margin of a metastatic nodule with approximately 0.5 mm or more regular thickness around the entire surface of liver metastasis was designated as 'capsule'.'[...] 'Noncapsule\' was defined as the virtual absence of a fibrous band around the metastasis in which tumor cells faced the hepatic parenchyma directly. A thin fibrous tissue layer was defined as 'intermediate' between capsule and non-capsule" n/a n/a tumor was separated by 10 or more layers of such bundles [...] . Each tumor was categorized into three types (none, thin, and thick) based on the predominant features of fibrous pseudocapsule. Variations in the thickness of fibrous pseudocapsule in each tumor were observed to varying extents. However, the histologic features of fibrous pseudocapsule were so characteristic that each tumor could be categorized easily according to the predominant histologic features.
A pseudocapsule did not always surround the entire periphery. " n/a n/a
Ambiru 1999
"The pseudocapsule was histologicallydefined as fibrous tissue between the hepatic tumor and surrounding hepatic parenchyma" n/a n/a Nagashima 1999 "Marginal fibrosis [...] when the margin of the hepatic tumor was dominantly replaced by fibrosis" ..."expansive growth of hepatic tumor [...] when the hepatic tumor was pushing out the normal liver tissue and reasonably well circumscribed"
"the hepatic tumor invaded in a diffuse manner with widespread penetration of normal liver tissues"
Terayama 1996 "enclosing fibrous capsule" "tumor cells compress the liver-cell plates and sinusoids and make the liver cells atrophic. In this pattern, the border of the tumor is somewhat even and smooth."
"penetration of normal liver tissue"
Yamamoto 1995 "...fibrous tissue between tumors and the liver parenchyma was classified as follows: none-no fibrous tissue observed; thin-tumor was separated by several layers of collagen bundles; thick-tumor was separated by ten or more layers of such bundles" n/a n/a
Morino 1991 "capsule formation"
"the cancer cells are seen compressing the hepatocytes along the liver cell cord. There is no destruction of normal hepatocytes."
"sinusoidal": "cancer cells invade sinosoids and destroy the normal hepatocytes"
Note that in addition to these definitions, Dam et al. provide concise guidelines and a flow diagram describing in detail the suggested scoring procedure. 
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